Schedule - morning

Event theme: 'What environmental education is, could be, and might or must become'

http://bit.do/WEEC2017researchpapers

10.00-10.30am - Opening (recognition of territory, aims and agenda for the day)

10:30-11.00am - Session 1: Trajectories of Environmental Education (chair, Alan Reid)
Focus: Why has the field of environmental education become what it is, and where might it be heading?
   Plenary keynotes - Stephen Sterling and Lucie Sauve

11:00-11:30am - Groups of 2-3, trajectories activity and small group discussion, including with floating speakers

11:30-12.00pm - Large group reflections and discussion

12:00-1:00pm - Lunch (from local vendors)

Schedule - afternoon

Event theme: 'What environmental education is, could be, and might or must become'

http://bit.do/WEEC2017researchpapers

1.00pm - Session 2: Priorities for Environmental Education (chair, Marcia McKenzie)
Focus: Increasing the contributions of research, policy, and strategy in advancing environmental education
   Plenary keynotes - Aaron Benavot and Nicole Ardoin

1:30-2:00pm - Groups of 2-3, priorities activity and small group discussion, including with floating speaker

2:00-2:05pm - Identify possible strategic working group topics and convenors (online)
2:05-2:15pm - Short break to go to assigned rooms, plus atrium open space as needed
2:15-3:15pm - Working groups on sub-topics and divide into breakout rooms

3:15-3:45pm - Report backs

3:45-4:00pm - Closing comments - Alex Wilson & Judy Braus
Focus: Discussants of papers and day, furthering thinking and action on overall event theme